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Rothhaven Rulers
Four Kingdoms. No Heir. An Uncertain Future. After an evil
curse is cast upon the four corners of Syracuse, a vast
country ruled by the Rothhaven family, maidens across the
land suddenly become barren. Years pass, and the future of
Family Rothhaven looks bleak, until eighteen-year-old
Mariselle Langer wakes up one morning with cramps, a craving
for chocolate, and a highly unexpected visit from Aunt Flow.
Upon realizing that his daughter is different from the other
maidens, Mariselle's father approaches the leaders of the
four kingdoms with the wonderful news. This sets off a chain
of events which threaten to divide the Rothhaven brothers,
who all desire her for themselves, and not just because she
can give them an heir. Meanwhile, Mariselle has her own
ideas about whom she wishes to wed, which not only shocks
the nation, but ultimately... saves it.
COMPLETE SERIES ALERT! READ ALL THREE BOOKS IN THE SERIES
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TODAY! From USA Today Bestselling Author, Tara West I have
escaped the dragon’s den, only to fall into a pit of vipers.
The assassination attempt on my husband failed when his mage
used dark magic to bring him back to life. King Milas is now
an even bigger monster, determined to destroy Periculi and
the men I love. My brother, whom I believed to be dead, is
alive, and he has taken Quin and me against our will to Fae
Kingdom. He thinks we’ll be safe with my grandfather, the
Fae King. He’s wrong. My grandfather and his mage are even
more mad than my husband. They harbor many dark secrets,
each one more gruesome than the last. We must escape their
watchful eyes and return to Periculi before the defenders
are obliterated. I hope we’re not too late.
She’s blind. And she’s being hunted. Aika Song must make an
important delivery through the cursed Crimson Forest for her
injured father. If she doesn’t, they won’t survive the hard
winter. She fails. But she’s rescued by wolf shifters who
somehow give her sight. There’s beautiful, funny Archer who
can’t quite hide his pain. Grady who’s sullen and loud. And
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Thomas, their alpha, who mysteriously vanishes. Aika is
desperate to get back home but finds herself entangled in
her father’s secrets. He has enemies. So do the wolf
shifters she feels a blooming fondness for. And all their
enemies are circling closer to their prey. This box set
includes the complete series: Winter's Edge: Book 1 Winter's
Bite: Book 2 Winter's Rage: Book 3 If you love authors like
Caroline Peckham, Elizabeth Briggs, Meg Xuemei X, and Debbie
Cassidy, this series is for you! KEYWORDS: new adult,
mystery, paranormal, supernatural, reverse harem, fantasy,
folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths,
action adventure, action, adventure, book, books, ebook,
novel, quick read, read, short, serial, series,
disabilities, protagonist with disability, female
protagonist, blind protagonist, secret, suspense, thriller,
alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction,
romance, romance ebook, romance ebooks, romance book,
romance books, women's fiction, racy, legal, romance novel,
romance books, contemporary, werewolf, wolf shifters, wolf
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shifter, wolf shifter romance, shifter, shapeshifter,
transform, wolf, secret, sensual, death, magic, sorcery,
witch, wizard, paranormal romance, romance books, paranormal
romance books, shifter romance books full novel, ebooks
romance, romance books for adults, paranormal romance books
full novel, steamy romance books, romance books, happily
ever after, secrets, guaranteed HEA, sexually romantic
books, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, complete series,
series, romance box set, romance boxset, romance series,
romance complete series
The last time my teacher laid a hand on me, he almost killed
me. I can't believe I married that fuc… I mean, my college
professor. You think this sh*t we blandly call domestic
abuse doesn't happen to someone like me, a nerd smart enough
to get her PhD in her twenties and becomes a professor
herself. Well, it does. But don't you dare feel sorry for
me. The monster is behind bars for now, and I've moved to
Forest Grove, Oregon to start fresh. Where the worst is
already over. Where it's safe from monsters. Right? WRONG.
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Forest Grove is swarming with...danger. The kind you only
read about in paranormal romance books. I'm talking
vampires, shifters like wolves, huge wolves that come in
twins, and many more. P.S. They are NOT smoking as hell
beasts who swoon and fall in love with you forever like they
tell you in those reads. Well, the smoking as hell part,
yes...of course...how else will they mess with your
head...but not the second part. And each beast thinks they
have some sort of claim on me. What the hell? Now that my
monster of a husband is on the loose, sending me notes,
threatening me to go back to him, and the sizzling beasts in
my class want a piece of me, LITERALLY, I'm terrified and
lost. If I go back to the monster I know, at least, I'll
still be human, even for a short while before his next rage
kills me. If I surrender to the beasts and become their
mate, I'll live forever protected as a beast myself without
a soul. Survival 101 doesn't even begin to prepare you for
this. What would you do? HELP! This is a 350-page standalone
that got a sequel, All the Teacher's Little Belles, based on
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readers' requests. No cliffhangers though. This book is a
black comedy with INSTA LOVE, swoony characters and a
traumatized unreliable main female character. If that's not
your thing, download All the Teacher's Bad Boys instead lol.
You like vampires, shifters, monsters, twins and dark
stories with extra humor, this paranormal why choose romance
is definitely for you. Get your copy now. Because you have
to.
Four Princes
Mated to the Pride
Mesmerize Her
Looking for Love
Spells of Blood and Sorrow
A Dark, Steamy, Reverse Harem, Romance featuring a Strong
Woman
Chosen by the Vampire, Book Two
Complete series alert! I have escaped the dragon’s den and the pit of vipers. Now I must
vanquish them all. They think I’m their savior. They think I have the power to take down
a sea of serpents, an army of ancient Vampyre Fae, a bloodthirsty dragon king, plus two
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powerful mages and their dragons. What they don’t know is that my magic has already
failed me. I cannot possibly be this white witch with the power of a goddess. I have
everyone fooled, even my loyal dragon defenders—three men I’d give my life for. And it
may just come to that if I can’t figure out how to wield my stolen scepter before chaos
descends upon Periculi. Search terms: steamy reverse harem, reverse harem romance,
fantasy romance, vampire romance, dragon romance, epic fantasy romance, alpha
male, mfmm romance, ff romance, mfm romance, complete series, fae romance, fast
burn romance, fantasy reverse harem, dragon fantasy, new adult fantasy, new adult
fantasy romance For fans of Sarah J. Maas Throne of Glass A Court of Thorns and
Roses Jennifer L. Armentrout Shadow and Bone Leigh Bardugo
Chosen by the Vampire is a gothic fated mates reverse harem vampire romance series.
Dive into book five in the 'Cruel Selection Vampire Series' and enjoy this why choose
romance today! The past came for me with fangs and claws and hate… My Vampires
raced the darkness to save me from the light. I fought Corvina’s sire. Fought the
Wolves, and the cold...but there’s one thing I can’t fight any longer. The truth of who I
am. With teeth and savagery I face down death itself. Nothing can take me from
them...not now. As I take the final stance, can I save my Sinful? Or will I succumb to
darkness after all?
Three trapped shifters. A princess destined to rule. One man standing in her way. The
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king is dying, and I’ve been tasked with saving the kingdom. But, I'm not sure I want to.
My name is Annalise, and I am the sole heir to the kingdom. Problem is, women aren’t
allowed to rule. Thanks to an outdated decree my father has refused to amend, he’s
promised my hand in marriage to a man I’ve only just heard of, without my consent. The
whole court seems to be under the spell of my betrothed, and I’m the only one who can
see through his outward beauty to the evil within. Now, I only have a few weeks to find
a way out, or end up married to the brute. I have no idea how I’ll do it… until I meet
them. My pets. My leopards. My strengths three-fold. HER BETROTHAL is a fulllength slow-burn fantasy romance novel and the first in the Royal Shifters series. The
Complete Royal Shifters Series Book One: Her Betrothal Book Two: Her Highlander
Book Three: Her Viking Book Four: Her Warrior Book Five: Her Prophecy
Chosen by the Vampire is a gothic fated mates reverse harem vampire romance series.
Dive into book three in the 'Cruel Selection Vampire Series' and enjoy this why choose
romance today! The Sinful are my captors. But are they also my protectors? And I can’t
get them out of my head… Or the things they want to do with me. My past is dragged to
the surface… But it’s a past I don’t know. Someone else’s memories invade me. The
answers lie in the half-truths Arkyn whispers. I’ll take care of you, Arkyn whispers as
he kisses me. I want to lose myself in them... But fate it seems has other ideas.
Bound to Them
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The Paranormals Blood World: Books 1-4
Vampire's Sin
Vampire Reverse Harem Fated Lovers Paranormal Romance Series
Above the Waves
Chosen by the Vampire, Book Three
Within the Flames
Fans of Patricia Briggs and Milly Taiden will love this
Reverse Harem, Paranormal Romance Series, featuring
Vampires, Shifters, and a covert Witch. Praise for the Blood
World series: ????? "If you like paranormal romances,
reverse harem, and strong females, YOU WILL LOVE this
series. Within the first few pages, I was drawn right into
the story. The storyline is fantastic, the characters are so
real, it is just addicting to read this story!" ????? "I
love shifter stories and reverse harem. This book has
totally hooked me in and I cannot put it down." ????? "This
such a great book I couldn’t put it down. The characters
grab you and don’t let you go." This is the complete
collection of the Blood World series including: Wolf Mated
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Dragon Mated Vampire Mated and as a bonus- Shadow's Quest.
Scroll up and one click today for a Why Choose Reverse Harem
paranormal romance packed with action, adventure, two bounty
hunters, an ancient Vampire, and a woman with the rarest
blood in town!
Book Three - Enchanted Spells Now that Kala possesses the
Black magic wand, Penelope, she must learn how to control
the enchanted object before it controls her. Meanwhile,
Vivian sends Bella and Beldora back to Bayport, in search of
Juniper, hoping the wand can break the spell that put her
inside of the magical globe. For ages 13 and older. Stories
in witch series - Enchanted Secrets Enchanted Objects
Enchanted Spells keywords: urban fantasy, supernatural
thriller, supernatural mystery, paranormal, urban fantasy,
werewolf, shapeshifter, angels, demons, science fiction,
free urban fantasy novel, free books, free paranormal,
exorcist, urban fantasy series
Earth is no longer safe for human women. There's only one
place we can go to be protected—planet Athion. Project
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Exodus has begun... To escape the predatory Trads, the
president of the United States has ordered the first
transport of human women from Earth to Athion. With our
experience, my team at the Observatory are helping to launch
the first ship of Project Exodus. All is not well with the
project, however. Not everyone is happy about the Athions
helping us. At first, it's only other humans we have to deal
with, but then the Trads threaten us with arrival of new
spaceships above our cities. On top of launching an attack,
I'm also dealing with how complicated it is to be in love
with three men at once, and now there's a fourth vying for
attention... And he's not even human. The Trads will do
anything to stop the Athions, even if it means destroying
humanity as well... Get the fourth and final book in this
sci-fi reverse harem series today! Planet Athion is a shared
world contributed to by multiple authors. Discover more
about this exciting new Reverse Harem, Sci Fi Romance series
today! Additional keywords: sci-fi fantasy, sci-fi romance,
post apocalyptic, Reverse Harem, RH, Why Choose, romance,
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complete series, alien contact, alien invasion
I’ve been on the run and underground for too long. I’m
Brooke Walker, witch/wolf hybrid and tracker for Sunshine
Lives. I've been off of Harrison's radar since I mated with
the twins: Reid and Raven. The bond between us gives me a
false sense of protection. However, I’m still looking over
my shoulder. Because one day my past will catch up to me.
When I learn my father has control of the council and
Harrison is the one being hunted, a new fear rises within
me. The evil ex-councilman is desperately looking for the
relics to complete a spell that could save all paras or
curse them. I contact my Source to confirm the information
that could send me on the run, again. He wants to meet in
person. He’s always been an informant. No name. No face.
When we finally meet, he reveals secrets I’m not ready for.
Including the fact that he’s my third mate. Bound to Them is
the fourth installment of the action-packed paranormal,
reverse harem series, Witches of Rose Lake by USA Today
Bestselling Author Lia Davis. Reading Order Marked for Them
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Fighting for Them Hunted by Them Bound to Them Sacrifice for
Them
The Crimson Winter Reverse Harem Complete Series
Darkest Skies - The Complete Series; Planet Athion
Reverse Harem paranormal romance
Reverse Harem Fated Mates Fantasy Reverse Harem Romance
A Contemporary Reverse Harem Romance Novella
Her Betrothal
Enchanted Objects (YA Witch Series)
One woman. Three Greek gods. Dive into a captivating and steamy romance that transcends
time. Esme Caro’s dull life makes an electrifying change when not one but three hunky men
begin pursuing her. After strange and unusual events start happening in town, her unexpected
suitors confess an incredible secret—they believe Esme is Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of
love and beauty, and they’ve waited centuries to reclaim her. Although she’s convinced the
three are suffering a shared delusion, there's no denying that they are drop dead gorgeous,
dangerous, and way too hot for her to resist. Divine Ambrosia is a complete novel without a
cliffhanger.
They say the truth will set me free. But they’re the ones creating it. And it’s torn my life apart. I
just wanted to serve my kingdom. My life’s calling was to be a good soldier, a good warrior. I
played by the rules, upheld them, lived by them. What I saw that day was permanently
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imbedded in my nightmares. Little did I know, the horrors were just beginning. But then they
made me seem crazy. They destroyed me. Ruined my life with their lies that everyone
accepted as truth. They ripped everyone away from me. By the time they were done, I even
doubted myself. They thought they left me broken, nothing but another grain of sand on the
ocean floor. But just like the tide that ruled our lives, echoes never die. And my song only grew
stronger. Echoes in the Ocean is the first book in a new dark paranormal romance series by
Sadie Jacks. If you like mermaids, political intrigue, and mysteries, then you don’t want to miss
out on this new series. Get your copy today! TRIGGER WARNING: This book is for mature
readers. Please be aware that there is talk of potentially triggering topics within this book with
references and/or detailed descriptions of violence, physical, mental abuse, rape, suicide,
murder, and other sensitive topics that some readers may find offensive.
Vampire's Sin is a steamy, dark reverse harem Vampire romance. Book two in the 'Mafia
Monster' world. Enjoy this why choose paranormal mafia series with all the happy ever afters
today! I was their payment on a debt…and they were my salvation. My Vampires dragged me
from the river and brought me back to life, and in turn I saved the one man who gave his life for
me...my bodyguard, Russell. Only to save him will be to turn him into the monster he despises.
With Unseelie Fae blood in his veins he locks himself away until danger comes for me once
more. I vowed revenge on those who tried to destroy us. I’ll make them pay with five merciless
Immortals at my side. Because to them, I’m not a possession…to them I am forever. I’m
starting to think they’re my forever too…
King Vavilion wanted to use me. King Kamoril wanted to own me. But that was nothing
compared to the lies my Hexers kept from me. Lies that changed my world. My heart might be
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breaking, but I now have hope. I am not alone. I’m one of three. Three sisters, descendants of
the most dangerous Witch who ever lived. Three with Black Viper blood in our veins and power
in our minds. Only I can’t live without my three Hexers, I can’t survive without them by my
side. I need to understand why they kept this from me. I need to find my way back to the love
we had. I need to find forgiveness… *** "I am shook!! This series has been a dark, intense and
steamy series." Daisy Sauceda. "A fast paced, wild ride. This world just expanded real fast. I
can’t wait to see how it all ties in with the other sisters!" Gunpowdernheels. "Simply one of the
best series I have read in a very long time. Luscious, sexylicious with so much action it
Will...Mesmerize you." Kim B. Topics: vampire gothic romance, reverse harem romance,
romance saga, romantic suspense, romantic fantasy, series starter, first in series, free first in
series, romance series, romance saga, romantic gothic saga, new release, vampire romance
with sex, romance ebook, romance series, fantasy romance, paranormal elements, Atlas Rose,
Descended from a Witch, Witches, Magic, Love, strong heroine, alpha heroes, steamy
romance, emotional romance, forbidden romance, enemies to lovers gothic fantasy romance,
paranormal romance witches, paranormal romance shifters series Perfect for fans of Alisa
Woods, Christine Feehan, Jessie Donovan, Thea Harrison, J.K. Harper, Michelle M. Pillow,
Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews, Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale, Lee
Savino, Leigh James, Donna McDonald, Stasia Black, Donna Grant, Terry Bolryder, T. S.
Joyce, Zoe Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Evangeline Anderson, Milly Taiden,
Alexandra Ivy
A Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance
A Fantasy Reverse Harem Romance Box Set
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The Broken Academy Complete Series
Chosen by the Vampire, Book Four
Bewitch Her
Steamy Kisses
Divine Ambrosia

Magic, destiny and love combine in books 1-4 of this bestselling action-packed
romantic fantasy series! Dive into books one to four of the Seven Wardens
series, and discover a world drenched in Celtic and European mythology, and
packed full of adventure and romance. Kelpie princess Macey finds herself
thrown into a world full of mystery, new allies, and formidable enemies. With the
help of those around her, she builds an army to take on an enemy like no other.
Start this epic contemporary fantasy today! Seven Wardens Books 1-4 is the first
half of the complete contemporary fantasy Seven Wardens series. This collection
includes unusual Celtic and European mythology, plenty of adventure, and a
romantic whychoose subplot. This boxed set includes: #1: From The Deeps #1.5:
Through The Storms (Amber's story) #2: Into The Mists #3: Beneath The Earth #4:
Within The Flames Search Terms: steamy romance, paranormal romance, magic,
sorcery, reverse harem romance, RH romance, RH paranormal romance, reverse
harem paranormal romance, myth, myths, action, adventure, female protagonist,
novel, hero, romance, romance ebook, creature, monster, supernatural, fantasy,
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mythology, Scotland, Britain, UK, Celtic, kelpie, kelpies, incubus, wraith, ghost,
prophecy, evil, mystery, abduction, kidnapping, box set, boxed set, collection.
Stuck in a senseless job, calculating endless facts and figures, I just felt like
there had to be more to life. Sure, taking on a new job completely out of my field
felt a little rash, but something about it felt so right. Keeping house for four
unbelievably hot military men couldn’t be that hard. Everything seemed normal
enough, but soon I felt myself passionately drawn to my four new temporary
housemates: Blake, Hale, Stone and Preston, which is totally out of character for
me. How could this be? Before I can question my new reality, it gets turned
upside down again. An enemy’s shown up at our doorstep. Can I count on my
four newfound lovers to find me before it’s too late? Mated to the Pride is a fastburn, suspenseful paranormal reverse harem romance in the Fated Shifter Mates
collection. Content Warning: Love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy
shifter secrets. Intended for mature audiences. No cheating and no cliffhangers.
Keywords: paranormal romance, romantic books, romance ebooks, books to
read and download, contemporary romance, paranormal romance books, ebooks
romance, romance books for adults no cliffhangers, supernatural romance
books, paranormal romance books full novel, steamy romance books, happily
ever after, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, happy for now, HFN, love books,
love stories, romantic novels, new beginnings, no cliffhangers, reverse harem,
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RH, shifter books, adventure books, shifters, lion shifter, true mates, hunky
shifters, alpha, alpha protectors, alpha male, alpha omega, packmate, steamy
adventure, action-packed, military romance, soldier romance, alpha sexy hero,
A companion to the Into the Mists Trilogy and the upcoming Into the Mists
Chronicles, this journal includes words of wisdom from the beloved characters to
inspire your own personal journey within.
Can dreams become reality… Tawne O’Brien loves adventure and dreams of
living in a world where paranormal creatures exist. Orphaned at a young age, and
with a string of failed relationships only adding to her misery, her books are the
only salvation from a mundane existence in a universe where she feels
completely alone. When her best friend asks her to come visit, her dreams of a
new life suddenly become a possibility. Tawne is introduced to four sexy-as-sin
vampires and given the opportunity of a lifetime with no strings attached…or so
they say. When she discovers she may only be a guinea pig to the vampires,
disappointment regains the upper hand, reminding her of her place in this world.
Can Tawne find the strength inside herself to fight for what she deserves? If she
doesn’t, she’ll lose everything...including any memory of her life with her
vampires.
Chosen by the Vampire, Book Five
The Fae Queen's Captors
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Truth's Harem Collection 1
Seven Wardens Omnibus: Books 1-4
The Fae Queen's Saviors
Steamy Paranormal Reverse Harem
Into the Mists

Shapeshifters and Dragons destroy their rooms. Vampires
sneak off to feed unsupervised. Beings that should never
have been brought to this Realm are allowed to grow their
preternatural powers without restriction. A dangerous
concoction is brewing unchecked at the Broken Academy.
Subterfuge and shifting allegiances are the rule. At the
center of the dawning war are two of the most powerful
students ever to walk the halls. One, a magical prodigy of
ancient lineage. The other, a hybrid-gone-rogue the Council
once sought to snuff out. Amidst the uncertainty, an ancient
enemy lurks and a magical mishap just opened the door… Emery
Dalshak and Cece Ford hold the fate of the Realm in their
hands but will their united magic carry enough power to
settle scores born in the Age of Legends? Complete Series
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Collection Includes: Power of Fire, The Broken Academy Year
1 Power of Magic, The Broken Academy Year 2 Power of Blood,
The Broken Academy Year 3 Pacts & Promises, The Broken
Academy Year 4 Bonds, The Broken Academy Year 5 The Broken
Academy is a why choose, slow burn paranormal romance; the
steam increases through the series. Each book covers one
year at the academy, is written from different perspectives
and features one or more headstrong heroines and layered
heroes. A significant amount of time is spent developing the
history and lore of the world. All of the books can be read
as standalone stories however series order is recommended to
fully maximize enjoyment. Author note: The romance is
described as "why choose" instead of reverse harem as each
central female characters has her cake and gets it to eat it
too, with multiple concurrent love interests that ebb and
fall throughout the series, however there are no steamy
scenes with multi-partner action. Select Reviews for The
Broken Academy Series: "Jade Alters’ latest reverse harem
starts with some heat and continues to fan the flames. Her
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new world is stunning and worth exploring. I cannot wait for
Power of Magic and Power of Blood.." ????? "It's a fastpaced and standalone book that will keep you engaged from
start to finish. There's action, adventure, drama, danger,
suspense, twist/turns, enemies, survival, intrigue, humor,
mystery/secrets, surprises, family, friends, conflict,
resolution, confusion, confidence, strength, courage,
revenge, anger, magic, conspiracy, tragedy, struggles,
stubbornness, romance, passion/lust and love. There's
dragons, demons, vampires, fey, magicians, shifters, astral
travelers and so many more characters in this story." ?????
"All I can say is WOW! This book takes you on a
rollercoaster ride from page 1. " ????? "This book made me
warm moist and intoxicated from one eye popping ravenous
page to the next. This story was definitely smokin hot with
an intriguing storyline that kept me thirsty excited and on
edge. Magician. Dragon. Demon. And vampires. Oh the plot
keeps thickening and the world around them gets more twist
with every turns are they doomed I love this book it was so
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crazy I can't wait for the next it was such a page-turner
took my breath away definitely 5 * read." ????? Keywords:
paranormal romance, romantic books, romance ebooks, books to
read and download, contemporary romance, paranormal romance
books, ebooks romance, romance books for adults no
cliffhangers, supernatural romance books, paranormal romance
books full novel, steamy romance books, happily ever after,
guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, happy for now, HFN, Reverse
harem, menage, why choose, MMF, vampire books, shifter
books, friends to lovers, opposites attract, enemies to
lovers, witchcraft books, magician, magic, wizard, college
romance, adventure, collection, complete series,
One woman. Four weeks. Five men. Just one chance. After
years of putting love on the back burner and struggling to
break into Hollywood as an actress, I couldn't help myself.
I jumped on an opportunity to do both--by accepting the
chance to be the pursued woman in a reality television show
called Matchmaker. Choosing among five men hand-picked
specifically for me should be easy, but by the time I've
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discovered that not all of the men are ideal, it's way too
late. There's no getting out of this contract. And when I
attempt to salvage the situation, I'm met with the harsh
reality that I don't really have a choice after all...
Enchant Her is a reverse harem romantic fantasy novel filled
with enemies to lovers & action and adventure romance. Dive
into this fifth book in the 'Descended from a Witch' series
and enjoy this why choose romance today! The King is
dead…killed at the hands of my Hexers. Now Elysium’s streets
are no longer safe. My fate is once more entwined in three
hunters. Three hunters I can no longer feel. The Witch’s
mark has been severed and we no longer share the connection
we once had. But the ties that bound us…can also set us free
and as I become enchanted by their desires I find myself
falling for them like never before. Hunted by Vavilion’s
soldiers we’re forced down dark alleys and dead end streets
until another enemy rises. One we never expected to
encounter. One more violent and deadly than even my Hexers
know how to battle. It’s not just mortals of this world
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after us now… The beasts have risen to claim this fight….
One man down. Four to go. Claire might have thought that
having one less man to deal with in the reality show
Matchmaker would have made her life easier, but she was
wrong. As they all get to know each other better, Claire
discovers that being compatible with each man doesn't make
him an ideal mate. And, as they make their way through
another week of dates, Claire finds that one of them doesn't
even want to be there… Buy now to find out what happens
next!
Catnip Assassins: Books 1-4
Beneath the Earth
A Fantasy Reverse Harem Romance
A Reverse Harem Sci Fi Fantasy
All the Teacher's Pet Beasts
Chasing the Chambermaid
Slow Burn Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem Shifter Box Set
Three hot shifters and a runaway wolf collide in this sexy short adventure. I'd marry
to save my pack. Any man...but him. So I run. In the midst of a wild storm, three hot
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men save me. Men with dark secrets and a demonic nature my pack might never
accept, but my heart's already claimed them. They're mine. . A reverse harem shifter
romance. A short story prequel to the world of Hell Baited Wolves, a sexy demon
paranormal romance by Cali Mann and Freya Black.
Charming, seductive, and gorgeous… The aliens only want one thing—human women
to be used as breeders. After Earth is invaded by an alien race, planetary scientist,
Camille Harran, together with her team of three men—head of security, Aleandro,
studious meteorologist, Casey, and tattooed, dark haired Mike, who is head of
communications—fight to save loved ones. But will Camille stand up against the
aliens, or will she succumb to their advances? Get the complete series of this reverse
harem, sci-fi romance today! Planet Athion is a shared world contributed to by
multiple authors. Discover more about this exciting Reverse Harem, Sci Fi Romance
series today! Additional keywords: sci fi, romance, fantasy romance, post
apocalyptic, alien invasion, complete series, Why Choose, Reverse Harem, boxed set,
RH, alien abduction, alien contact, alien pregnancy
Chosen by the Vampire is a gothic fated mates reverse harem vampire romance
series. Dive into book four in the 'Cruel Selection Vampire Series' and enjoy this why
choose romance today! Their touch still burns my skin. The memory of their lips as
vivid as a summer squall... ...when darkness swallows me. Hands over my mouth. I’m
taken by a coven of deadly Vampires. Ones who will seek revenge on those I love.
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But they aren’t the only beasts at my door. Wolves come crashing through the walls
and a new enemy rises. One that shakes me to my core. My enemy is here, one I’ve
known forever. And this time he’s not letting me go.
Can an exciting new outlook on life help Connie heal her damaged heart? Connie
White is running away from an abusive relationship. Fear and desperation have
driven her to Bowdley Hall Hotel in the Scottish Highlands, where, despite an
unceremonious start, she appears to have fallen on her feet. The owner, Frances
McKenzie, is kind and understanding, and seems happy for Connie to hide out in her
hotel for a while. With a roof over her head and a job as a chambermaid, Connie is in
a better situation than she could ever have hoped for. Her workmates seem nice, but
she’s determined to keep them at arm’s length. After all, how can she form
connections if she’s unwilling to divulge anything about herself? Her apparent
mysteriousness doesn’t faze her gorgeous new colleagues Will MacIntyre, Nico
Moretti, and Ashley Fox. All three show a keen interest in her, but Connie has
absolutely no intention of going there. She hasn’t fled one relationship, only to get
involved with someone else, no matter how gorgeous. She simply isn’t ready for that.
When an epiphany of sorts makes her realise she’s living a half-life by keeping
herself so cut off from everyone, she finally lets someone in. That someone shows
her there can be something between singledom and a full-on relationship. And when
casual dating is on the cards, anything is possible… Note: This novella has been
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previously published as part of the Duty Bound anthology and is a standalone story.
*** Keywords: menage, threesome, mfm, erotic romance, reverse harem, reverse
harem romance, contemporary reverse harem, rh, whychoose, why choose, troubled
past, past abuse, running away, chambermaid, waiter, gardener, scottish highlands,
hotel.
A Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance Collection Steamy reverse harem menage
romance shifter mfm mmf mmfm fated mates fate military contemporary hea happy
happily ever after author series novel book standalone stand alone why choose
paranormal supernatural pnr magic Box set author series novel book complete
omnibus boxset bundle collection
A Reverse Harem Vampire Paranormal Romance
Mercy of the Vampire King
A Reverse Harem Box Set
Vampire Reverse Harem Romance Series
Academy Of Beasts XL
A Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance

Descended from a Witch is a reverse harem romantic fantasy
series filled with enemies to lovers & action and adventure
romance. Dive into Bewitch Her, a free first in the series
book and enjoy this why choose romance today! “You invade my
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dreams,” the Hexer growled, the blade under my chin forced
my gaze to his. “And crawl under my skin. You make it
impossible to have any kind of life, unless it’s a life
chasing you.” Three Hexers hunt the most dangerous creatures
on earth…now they’re coming for me. Paid by a cruel King to
track me down, they’ll stop at nothing to take my powers…my
purpose…and my will. But I have a destiny. One hidden from
me for my entire life. My future lies in the darkness and
the untapped power in my blood. I will kill who I have to. I
will bring this battle to the King’s door. So why do I find
myself falling when these Hexers are near? Why do I find
myself longing for more than their bed? I’m more than my
desires. I will take from them, and I will leave. Even if
leaving is killing me... For I am descended from the Witch.
Books 1-4 in the action-packed Catnip Assassins urban
fantasy romance series, together in one volume for the very
first time! Assassin. Private Investigator. Cat shifter.
Assassin, sociopath, and catnip addict, Kat, finds herself
from going lone panther to surrounded by friends and a team
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she can trust. Add in a bunch of enemies determined to harm
those she loves, secrets from her past, and three pesky men
she can't shake, and her life is nothing short of chaos.
Start the Catnip Assassins series with this handy boxed set
to find out how many body parts fit into a fridge (and how
many cat puns you can hide in one sentence). This is an
urban fantasy full of cats, secrets and dead bodies. It
includes a slow-burn reverse harem relationship, where Kat
will find her love interests over time. This collection
includes: Meow Scratch Purrr Hisss Search terms: urban
fantasy, urban fantasy romance, reverse harem, why choose,
action, paranormal romance, werewolf, shifter romance,
complete series, strong heroine, friends to lovers, slow
burn romance, private investigator, menage, polyandry, poly
romance, funny romance, alpha males, contemporary fantasy,
humor, long series, boxed set.
He was the perfect man. I was sure we’d be happy together,
and also, if I could actually get him to notice me, my mom
would finally get off my back about finding someone. I’m not
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above using my half-witch abilities to turn his head. But my
spell doesn’t have the desired effect. He hates me, and now
I’m way over my head.I need help, I need protection, and the
police can’t do a thing. Luckily, I managed to stumble into
the Pierce’s shop. Four hot guys who know a ton about
magical elements, magical weapons, and well…their own
magical abilities. I’m just not sure if they even believe
they’re enough to save me. This Collection Contains the
Following Titles: The Sharing Spell The Spell's Price
Backfired Magic ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ If you are a fan of
Katelyn Beckett, Laurel Night, T.S. Snow, Sedona Ashe and KC
Kingmaker, you're going to love this steamy collection!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Keywords: books for free romance,
paranormal romance free, free romantic books, free romance
ebooks, free books, free books to read and download, free
contemporary romance, free paranormal romance books, free
ebooks romance, romance books for adults for free no
cliffhangers, supernatural romance books free, free
paranormal romance books full novel, novels for free
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romance, steamy romance books free, happily ever after,
guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, happy for now, HFN, reverse
harem, menage, why choose, collection, anthology, box set,
complete series, MMF, shifter books free, adventure,
instalove witch, spell, magic, shifters, witchcraft,
mystery, action, suspense, fast-paced, steamy reverse harem
menage romance shifter mfm mmf mmfm fated mates fate
military contemporary hea happy happily ever after author
series novel book standalone stand alone why choose
paranormal supernatural pnr magic jaguar
The Dark Arcana have marked us. If anyone with a crystal
ball and a halfway decent deck of Tarot cards ever predicted
I’d be sharing a gorgeous house with four insanely hot mages
and the best witch-sisters a girl could ask for, I would’ve
called it a dream. The reality is a nightmare. The mages and
witches in this house? We’re fugitives, forced into hiding
by fanatics bent on stealing our power and burning the world
to the ground. While we spend our days poring over lore
books and honing our magick, they spend theirs attacking
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cities, executing our people, and building an unstoppable
army capable of ending humanity. Time is running out for the
Light Arcana. Sworn allies have betrayed us. One of our own
is trapped in the dream realm, enduring tortures we can only
imagine. And all around us, the world smolders—a horrifying
preview of what’s to come. The mages I love and the fierce,
kickass witches standing by our side? All we can do is
prepare… and hope. Prepare to defeat the monsters. And hope
to goddess we don’t become monsters ourselves.
Guarded by the Hellhounds
A Reverse Harem Fantasy
Echoes in the Ocean
A Reverse Harem Inspired Romance
Reverse Harem Shifter Romance
Enchant Her
A Dark Mermaid Reverse Harem Novel
Finally face to face with the bastard Dante. He won't get the best of me. He has no chance of escape.
He will answer for his many crimes. But something doesn't feel right... USA Today Bestselling Author
Becca Fanning is proud to bring you another installment in this Reverse Harem Shifter Romance series,
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packed with all the action, intrigue and great chemistry you can handle! KEYWORDS: free shifter
romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw,
fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy,
steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot
romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts, new
adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens
fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends,
secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances, freebie, free ebook,
free novel, free novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories, story, college, hero, complete series,
box, box set, boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction, contemporary, current, new 2022,
best of, breeding, mating, reverse harem, why choose, college, school, academy romance
The entire Truth's Harem Reserve Harem Urban Fantasy series, in one box set. Includes Fate's Illusion,
Innovation's Muse, and Apathy's Hero The gods want her dead. The feeling is mutual. Lexi hates the
gods. Their arrogance. Their disregard for life. Their oppressive rule. Her father, Hades, is no exception.
But since his brothers imprisoned him in a labyrinth, he and Lexi share a common goal—destroying the
other gods. To free him, she must enlist the help of a loyal and gorgeous hellhound, and an obnoxious
but sexy hero. No one warned her about the trials that await. The void that threatens to consume her. The
rampaging champion who can kill her with a single blow. And the ex who’s looking for vengeance of
the fatal variety. And they definitely left out the details about fated love. Twice over. Now Lexi must
decide what she’s willing to surrender to defeat opponents who will sacrifice humanity before they’ll
forfeit their power. Other Books By Allyson Lindt Valkyrie's Legacy Series (Urban Fantasy) Valkyrie
Reborn Valkyrie Hunted Valkyrie Concealed Valkyrie Crowned Three Player Co-op (Ménage
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Romance) Looking For It Waiting For It Asking For It Running For It Fighting For It Game for Cookies
Series (Ménage Romance) Seduction Games Control Games Two Plus One (Ménage Romance) Their
Nerd Their Matchmaker 3d20 Series (Ménage Romance) Roll Against Trust Roll Against Regret Roll
Against Discovery Roll Against Betrayal Subscribe, Live, Love Series (Ménage Romance) Red Hunted
Red Consumed Beauty Claimed Beauty Awakened Ubiquity Series (Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem)
Seductive Soul Soul Reaper Soul Betrayer Truth's Harem Series (Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem) Fate's
Illusion Innovation's Muse Apathy's Hero Ridden Hard (M/F Contemporary Romance) Hard Flip Hard
Pack Riding the Wave Drive Me Wild Love Equation (Contemporary Romance) Rival Charmed by the
Geeks Regret Restraint Love Games (M/F Contemporary Romance) His Reputation Her Airman His
Cosplayer Love Hack (M/F Contemporary Romance) His Hacker His Infatuation Her Surrender Hacking
Wonderland (Suspense) Reagan through the Looking Glass The Hatter and the Hare Painting the Roses
Red Reigning Hearts Null Equation (Dystopian Romance) Over Exposed Over Stimulated Over Shared
Stand Alone Titles Seeking More (M/F New Adult Romance) Destined for Temptation (Paranormal
Romance)
Magic, mythology and romance combine in this bestselling contemporary fantasy series! The truth about
her family leads to Macey questioning everything she's ever known about herself. Even though she
wants to get to the bottom of the lies she's been told, she knows she has more important things to focus
on. With poisonous rage growing inside her, Macey is starting to lose control of herself, something that
can only lead to more problems. Can the Wardens figure out what's going on before it's too late? Above
The Waves is book five in the complete modern fantasy Seven Wardens series. It includes unusual
Celtic and European mythology, plenty of adventure, and a romantic whychoose subplot. The Seven
Wardens Series Reading Order: #1: From The Deeps #1.5: Through The Storms (Amber's story) #2: Into
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The Mists #3: Beneath The Earth #4: Within The Flames #5: Above The Waves #5.5: Below The
Baubles (Christmas Story) #6: Under The Ice #7: Rule The Dark #7.5: Inside The Egg (HEA Story)
#0.5: Beyond The Loch (Prequel, Nessie's Story) Search terms: steamy romance, paranormal romance,
magic, sorcery, reverse harem romance, RH romance, RH paranormal romance, reverse harem
paranormal romance, myth, myths, action, adventure, female protagonist, novel, hero, romance, romance
ebook, creature, monster, supernatural, fantasy, mythology, Scotland, Britain, UK, Celtic, kelpie,
kelpies, incubus, wraith, ghost, prophecy, evil, mystery, abduction, kidnapping, Nessie, selkie.
Magic, mythology and romance combine in this bestselling action-packed fantasy series! Macey and her
allies are readying themselves for the ultimate fight against Mahoun and his minions. But with one of
the Wardens unable to fight, and another seeming like they're on the verge of an ultimate betrayal, it
seems as if the battle isn't going to go their way. Can Macey find a way to change their fortunes? Or has
Mahoun won before the fight has even begun? Within The Flames is book four in the complete modern
fantasy Seven Wardens series. It includes unusual Celtic and European mythology, plenty of adventure,
and a romantic reverse harem subplot. The Seven Wardens Series Reading Order: #1: From The Deeps
#1.5: Through The Storms (Amber's story) #2: Into The Mists #3: Beneath The Earth #4: Within The
Flames #5: Above The Waves #5.5: Below The Baubles (Christmas Story) #6: Under The Ice #7: Rule
The Dark #7.5: Inside The Egg (HEA Story) #0.5: Beyond The Loch (Prequel, Nessie's Story)
Enchanted Spells (Witches of Bayport) Book 3
Mates & Magic
Complete Steamy Reverse Harem Fantasy Series
The Human and Her Vampires
The Exodus; Planet Athion
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Chosen by the Vampire is a gothic fated mates reverse harem vampire romance
series. Dive into book two in the 'Cruel Selection Vampire Series' and enjoy this
why choose romance today! The dance is over but the battle has just begun. I hate
them. I want them. My body craves them like a drug. The dance haunts me. The
music, the seduction. The sex. I’m like an addict, searching for the Sinful in dark
corners, remembering the way their moon-kissed skin glowed under my touch. But
I came here for a reason. I want retribution for my murdered family...but more
than that...I’m searching for salvation to find a way out of this torture. I’m falling
to my knees, desperate to find a way out from under their clutches. I shouldn’t be
tangling my fingers in Cassian’s hair. I should be burying a knife in his heart. Kill
or escape, the words haunt me. I want this over. I want to be free. But will my
heart be intact?
What kind of fool would beg mercy from a vampire, even if he is a king? Valdís I
have one hope to keep my lands and people out of the hands of my mother and
sister. I must beg the vampire kings to grant me aid and just hope they aren’t
hungry as people that annoy them have a way of disappearing. Knox I just want my
time in charge to pass quickly, until she arrives, begging so sweetly. Her blood
sings to mine and her attitude promises anything but the monotony of late. Her
problems seem nothing more than a welcome diversion until they attack her in my
castle. The king may have mercy on my people but at what cost? Keywords:
vampire romance, Vampire, Paranormal romance, Paranormal women’s fiction,
romance, new adult romance, romance ebook top romance reads romance fiction,
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top ebooks in romance, romance, steamy romance, contemporary romance, steamy
romance novels, series, series starter start a new series, serial, paranormal
romance series, serial romance, romance, romance ebook top romance reads
romance fiction, top ebooks in romance, romance, steamy romance, contemporary
romance, steamy romance novels, paranormal romance witch, paranormal womens
fiction, romance paranormal steamy, paranormal romance, paranormal elements,
top ebooks in paranormal, paranormal, supernatural paranormal romance,
paranormal witch romance
The second installment (following Enchanted Secrets - FREE on Google Play!) The
clock ticks once again... Kendra goes in search of a legendary wand in Salem.
Meanwhile, her long,lost cousin, Willow, tries to stop another family curse, by
enlisting the help of a dark witch. A woman on her own agenda.
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